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German Police: Afghan Stabs Women in Head. Norway
King Praises Diversity After Muslim Opens Fire in
Homosexual Bar

King Harald of Norway (AP Images)

Yet another tragic incident can now be
added to the mounting evidence that
diversity is not a country’s strength when an
Afghan migrant stabbed a women in the
head as she prepared to board a bus. The
attack is another example of the supposed
cultural enrichment Afghan and other
Muslim “migrants” have brought to
Germany since former Chancellor Angela
Merkel flooded the country with Muslims
almost a decade ago.

Meanwhile, migrants are supposedly
enriching Norway culturally as well. Last
week, a “migrant” who entered the country
as a child shot up a bar that catered to
homosexuals, a crime that did not stop the
country’s king from singing hosannas to
“diversity.”

Yet Western political leaders, including Joe Biden — who deposited unvetted Afghans in the American
heartland — don’t seem to have gotten the message: Importing Muslim “mgrants” who hate the West
and treat women as spoils of war isn’t a bright idea.

One Stabbing, Homosexual Bar Shooting

The Afghan stabber in Germany must believe the early bird gets the worm. 

“The shocking incident unfolded in Hamburg at around 6:20 a.m. on June 23 but has received little
coverage,” InfoWars Europe reported:

A 19-year-old woman was preparing to board a bus in the Billstedt district of the city when
she was attacked by a male suspect wearing a black hoodie.

“He rammed the knife right into her head,” an eyewitness told Bild.

The victim was rushed to hospital with life-threatening injuries, authorities say.

Cops caught the Afghan stabber five hours later at a school.

Days before that attack, an Islamic fanatic shot up the London Pub in Oslo.

“The attack occurred in the early hours of Saturday morning on the day Oslo celebrated LGBT pride
month and was carried out by a ‘Norwegian citizen of Iranian Kurdish origin’ who arrived in Norway as
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a child migrant,” Summit News reported, citing Remix News:

“Some in the vicinity managed to flee, while between 80 and 100 people barricaded
themselves in the basement of the venue and called loved ones as the gunman continued his
rampage.”

The terrorist targeted two other venues before he was apprehended by authorities. Two
weapons were seized by police, including an automatic firearm.

Unbelievably, Norway’s monarch was unmoved. He thinks diversity is Norway’s greatest strength.

“Despite the attack suggesting that diversity might not be a strength, King Harald V of Norway hailed
the concept in his response to the outrage,” the website reported.

Said the King:

We must stand together to defend our values: Freedom, diversity, and respect for each
other. We must continue to stand up for all people to feel safe.

Afghan Rapists

As The New American has repeatedly reported, after its disastrous pullout from Afghanistan, President
Joe Biden invited 100,000 Afghans, many if not most unvetted, to resettle in the United States.

The result was predictable: child brides, and rape and child molestation.

So bold are the Afghan men they even attack the women refugee workers who resettle them. A group of
“refugees” also attacked a woman service member at Fort Bliss, the woman alleged.

Afghan and other “migrants” are notorious for their attitudes toward Western law in general and
Western women in particular.

As Cheryl Bernard reported for the National Interest, they became a major crime problem in Austria
almost as soon as they arrived several years ago. They staged “vicious, no-preamble attacks on random
girls and women. Gang rape is common.

The Afghans “are motivated by a deep and abiding contempt for Western civilization,” she wrote.
“Europeans are the enemy, and their women are legitimate spoils.”

On New Year’s Eve in December 2015, migrants showed their understanding of cultural enrichment by
sexually assaulting and raping more than 1,200 women.

Merkel, who grew up a communist in what was then East Germany, imported the Muslim host that has
rampaged through Germany ever since.

Having wrecked the country, Merkel eventually admitted that her immigration policy was disastrous.

“This [multicultural] approach has failed, utterly failed,” she lamented.

That’s what a lot of Germans think.

Hat tip: Border Hawk
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